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With the rapid development of computer and network technology, the computer's
application is in expanding. In the insurance business management system, how to
provide more convenient service for clients and how to improve the scientific
management level of insurance company is closely related to information technology.
Traditional insurance management manual operation is very tedious, low efficiency
and confidentiality is not high, it has been difficult to meet the development
requirements of the information age. Therefore, it is very imperative to develop an
efficient and perfect insurance management system to improve the efficiency of
insurance management, provide clients with adequate information and a more
convenient means of inquiry
This thesis first carried out an investigation on the current situation of insurance
business management system, to determine the feasibility of insurance business
management system, and then did the system business requirements analysis,
functional requirements analysis and non-functional requirements analysis, database
design , detailed design and implementation, finally realized the six functional
modules which includes system management 、 client management 、 product
management、item management、insurance management and claims management. The
design and development of the library management system used the standard software
engineering processes, so the software document is more standardized, the software
code has high quality. The controllability of software development risks is strong.
Insurance business management system uses the Android and J2EE architecture
and the mode of combining the design and development of system by building the
data layer, business logic layer and presentation layer three layer architecture to
achieve the read and write operations by Hibernate technology in data layer,
implemented by Struts technology in the business logic layer and presentation layer is
in through JSP and Android page memory program. Through the separation of three















maintainability of the system can be greatly improved.
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